2019 CAE Scholarship Winners Announced
Ottawa – (6 May 2019)

The Canadian Academy of Engineering is pleased to announce the winners of its 2019 national scholarship competitions.

The winner of the 2019 CAE William G. Belfry SAE Award is Mr. Keegan Richter, a final year Mechanical Engineering student at the University of Victoria. He has participated in a number of design projects, including the Formula Hybrid Design Team. His reference commended him on his teamwork, attention to detail, and communication.

The winner of the 2019 CAE Bruce Aubin SAE Aerospace Design Award is Mr. Keagan Shedden, also a Mechanical Engineering student at the University of Victoria. He has been actively involved in rocketry projects and is currently employed in a 10 month co-op placement with a rocket company based in New Zealand. His reference from that company noted that he is exceptionally diligent and self-motivated.

The Canadian Academy of Engineering (CAE) partnered with the SAE Foundation Canada and the Aubin and Belfry families in 2017 to offer an undergraduate scholarship in transportation and mobility engineering, and an award for university students’ outstanding aerospace design. The CAE Bruce Aubin SAE Aerospace Design Award is valued at $800, and the CAE William G. Belfry Memorial SAE Scholarships is $2000. The awards and scholarships are given annually to top engineering students from across Canada. Information about the scholarships can be found at: https://www.cae-acg.ca/projects/scholarships/.
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About the Canadian Academy of Engineering (CAE): The national academy through which Canada's most distinguished and experienced engineers provide strategic advice on matters of critical importance to Canada. The CAE is an independent, self-governing and non-profit organization established in 1987. Fellows of the Canadian Academy of Engineering are committed to ensuring that Canada’s engineering expertise is applied to the benefit of all Canadians. CAE works with other senior Canadian and international academies, and is a founding member of the Council of Canadian Academies, along with the Royal Society of Canada and the Canadian Academy of Health Sciences. Learn more at www.caee-acg.ca

About SAE Foundation Canada: Since 1999, SAE Foundation Canada inspired Canada’s future technical workforce by providing access to SAE’s award-winning STEM education programs, awards and scholarships.